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ALLOCATION AND PRICING OF ENERGY RESOURCES

Economic activity revolves around three Key
elements! (1) human wants which are varied and
insatiable* (2) resources which are limited* versatile
and capable of being combined in varying proportions
to produce a given commodityP and (3) techniques for
utilizing resources to produce goods arid services
which satisfy wants®
In the past* however!, price fluctuations for
energy resources have not teen based on a knowledge
that there is a finite supply which is being depleted,
but rather upon the amount of the supply which resource
owners have made available for sale at a given time®
In the case of energy resources, supply is governed
by demand*

For example®, as demand increases and prices

likewise* owners of oil and gas will expand their
efforts to discover new reserves.

If a large reserve

is discovered, the increased supply may cause prices
to decrease for a short period of time*
A serious shortcoming exists in this resource
allocation system in that it fails to recognize that*
although the available supply of oil may have increased*
the total amount of the oil resource is diminishing*

If a means were available of ascertaining the total oil
resource® it is theoretically conceivable that this
resource would be efficiently allocated by the market
place®
Therefore* the market place requires complete
information to properly fulfill its allocative function®
The levels of supply and demand must first be known
before arriving at a price which will maximize the use
of energy resources®

Operating with incomplete»

inaccurate or unavailable information will result in
a price which misa!locates the resource®

Since It is

impossible to accurately determine total energy
resources^ it is impossible for the market place to
properly allocate those resources.
The-market place fails as a resource allocator
for another reason®

The market place retains a short

run view toward resources, and thus, the allocation
follows the self-interest of those in the market at
the time.

The market® therefore.* simply falls to

consider the long range impacts of its present actions*
so that consumption of energy resources at ever faster
rates reveals a lack of concern to future generations.
Techniques of production also limit the level of
want satisfaction which an economy can achieve®

Techniques

of production involve the knowledge and physical means
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of transforming resources into want-satisfying form®
The nature of techniques available to enterprises is
generally considered to be outside the province of
economic theory and in the province of engineering®
However, the simultaneous choices of goods to be
produced, quantititas to be produced® and techniques
to be used fall within the scope of economics.
Economists usually assume that for the production
of any commodity a given range of techniques is
available and that for any quantity produced the
least cost techniques will be used®
Regardless of its type, every economic system
must somehow perform five closely related functions®
It must determine (1) what is produced, (2) how
production is to be organized, (3) how the products
are to be distributed, (4) how goods are to be rationed
over very short run periods during which their supplies
are filled^ and (5) how the productive capacity of the
economy is to be maintained and expanded®

I* Pricing and Employment of Resources

Resource prices play a key role in the operation
of a free enterprise economy®

They are important both

in determining the employment levels of resources and
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in allocating resources among different uses®
Pure competition in resource markets implies
several factors®

No one firm takes enough of any

given resource to be able to influence its price®
No one resource supplier can place enough of a given
resource on the market to be able to influence its
price.

Variable resources are mobile among different

employments, and the market prices of resources are
flexible.
The individual firm demamd curve, the market
demand curve, and the market supply curve for a
resource are necessary for determining market price?
individual firm level of employment, and market level
of employment of the resource®

When the firm employs

one variable resource only* the value of marginal
product for the resource is the fir®es demand for it*
The market demand curve is obtained by adding the
quantities that all firms in all industries using the
resource will purchase at each possible resource
price*

The market supply curve shows the quantities

of the resource that its owners will place on the
market at various possible prices*

Once market price

is established, the firm will employ a quantity of
the resource at which its value of marginal product
is equal to its market price®

The market level of

employment is then the aggregation of individual firm
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levels of employment*

B» Monopoly and Monopsony
Monopoly in product markets alters the nature of
individual firm demand for resources®

Monopsony in

the purchase of resources alters the nature of the
resource supply curve faced by tha firm®
The monopolistic firm employing several variable
resources must determine the least cost resource
combinations for various possible outputs and must
determine the profit-maximizing quantities of variable
resources to use*

The least cost output is the one

at which the marginal physical product per dollar®s
worth of one resource is equal to the marginal physical
product per dollar's worth of every other resource
used*

To maximize profits the firm must use both a

least cost combination and the correct absolute amounts
of each resource*

Monopoly in product markets is said

to result in monopolistic exploitation of resources,
since resource price equals its marginal revenue for
the firra9 but yet the resource price is less than the
value of its marginal revenue for the economy as a
whole•
Market price and the employment level of a resource
are thus determined simultaneously*

Where monopoly occurs
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in product markets, the marginal revenue of each variable
resource used must be equal to its price if profits are
to be maximized.

If the monopolist uses only one variable

resource, the marginal revenue of the resource is equal
to the firm's demand for it*

If several variable resources

are used, effects of price changes in any given resource
must be taken into account in determining the firm®s
demand for it*
The market demand for a resource is obtained by
adding the quantities of it that all firms will employ
at each possible price, whether those firms operate as
monopolies or as pure competitors in selling products.
Resource price is determined by the conditions of
market demand and market supply.

As market price is

established, the firm adjusts employment of the resource
to the level at which marginal revenue equals the
resource price®

The market employment level is the

aggregation of individual firm employment levels*
Monopsony indicates a single buyer of a particular
resource*

He maximizes profits by employing that

quantity of the resource which equates marginal revenue
to marginal resource cost.

Marginal resource cost and

marginal revenue of the resource exceed the resource
price at the proft maximizing level of employment, thus
resulting in monopsonistic exploitation of the resource.
To maximize profits with several variable resources
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purchased monopsonistically* the firm must employ the
correct resource combination and the correct absolute
quantities of those resources.
Monopsony results from two basic causes$ (1) specialization
of resources to particular users, and (2) immobility of
resources employed in certain localities and by particular
firms*

Monopsony can be counteracted in either of

two ways®

First, establishment of minimum prices for

the resource above the monopsonistic price will bring
marginal revenue and the resource price close together*
Second® measures designed to increase mobility of
resources from monopsonistic areas and firms ^ay assist
in breaking down those monopsonistic situations®

C» Resource Allocation
If a high level of want satisfaction is to be attained
in the economy, constant reallocation of resources must
occur in response to changes in human wants, changes in
the kinds and quantities of resources available, and
changes in available techniques of production*
Resource prices serve the function of allocating
resources among different uses and different geographic
areas*

Resources are correctly allocated when they make

their maximum contributions to net national product®

In

the long period, resources are more mobile among different
employments and different geographic areas than they are
in the short period.
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Only if pure competition on product markets and resource
markets prevails are resources automatically allocated to
maximize net national product.

Under pure competition

misallocation of any given resource causes the values of
marginal products in different employments to differ from
each other.

Consequently, employers with higher marginal

product bid resources away from those with lower marginal
product.

Transfers of resource units from lower to higher

value of marginal product uses increase the contributions
of the resource to net national product.

Its maximum

contribution occurs when value of marginal product of
the resource is the same in all its possible uses.

Price

of the resource will also be the same in all its alternative
usesj

therefore no incentive w i n exist for further

transfers to be made.
With some degree of monopoly in product markets a
resource will be reallocated among its alternative uses
until its price is the same in all of them.

However, where

employers are monopolists in some degree, they employ
those quantities of the resource at which its marginal
revenue equals its price.

The marginal revenue of the

resource will then be the same in alternative employments.
Differing product demand elasticities cause values of
marginal revenue of the resource to differ in the
alternative employments.

Thus, the resource does not

make its maximum contribution to net national product®
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Where employers have some degree of monopsony but where
there is no resource differentiation, a resource will
again be reallocated until its price is the same in
alternative components.

But a monopsonist employs the

resource up to the point at which marginal revenue equals
marginal resource cost.

The different monopsonists may

face resource supply curves of differing elasticities
and, if so<> marginal resource cost will vary for each,
even though all pay the same price per unit for the
resource*

With the equilibrium allocation of the resource

achieved, marginal revenue products differ.

Usually,

differences in values of marginal product also occur*
and the resource will not be making its maximum contribution
to net national product®
Nonprice impediments to correct allocation of resources
include .ignorance, sociological and psychological factors^
and institutional restictions.
achievement of noneconomic

In some instances the

values may be of more importance

to society than correct resource allocation® Direct
interference with the price mechanism by the government
and by private groups may also prevent resources from
being correctly allocated in some cases*

II. Pricing and Output

Aa Pure Competition
The prime characteristics of pure competition ares
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(1) product homogeneity among the sellers of an industry,
(2) many buyers and sellers of the product—that is, enough
of each so that no one is large enough relative to the
entire market to influence product price, (3) an absence
of artificial restraints on demand, supply and product
price, and (4) mobility of goods and of resources.
Under the special conditions of pure competition,
pricing and output can be analyzed from time view points
of the very short run, the short run and the long run*
Supplies of goods are fixed in amount in the very short
run*

Price serves to ration existing supplies among

consumers.

Additionally* price rations the fixed supply

over the duration of the period of the very short run*
Individual firm outputs can be varied within the limits
of their fixed scales of plant in the short run.

Irs order

to maximize profits, individual firms produce the output
at which their short run marginal costs equal marginal
revenue or product price.

Industry price of a product

is determined by the interactions of all consumers and
all producers of the product*

Individual firms may make

profits or incur losses in the short run*
In the long run additional firms will enter industries
which make profits, and some existing firms w i n leave
industries in which losses occur*

Productive capacity

expands in the former industries and contracts in the
latter®

Expansion of productive capacity lowers market

price of the product and decreases individual firm profits.
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Contraction of productive capacity increases market price
and reduces losses.

Long run equilibrium exists in each

industry where the number of firms in the industry is just
sufficient for profits not to be mad® nor losses incurred.
Where an industry is in long-run equilibrium, product
price equals average cost of production®

Each firm must

be operating an optimum scale of plant at the optimum rate
of output if losses are to be avoided.
Industries may be characterized as increasing costs
constant cost, or decreasing cost industries,

Increasing

costs occur when the entrance of new firms into an industry
increases the prices cf resources used to produce the
product®

The resulting higher costs are called external

diseconomies.

In constant cost industries the entrance

of new firms does not increase demand for resources
enough to raise their prices.

Consequentially, no changes

in the costs of existing firms occur.

Decreasing coats,

which are rare in the real world* occur when the entrance
of new firms causes resource prices and costs of production
to falls

These are termed external economics.

Pure competition has certain economic effects or
implications on the basis of which it is frequently
compared with the other three types of markets,

in the

first place® consumers get products at prices equal to
their average cost of production.

Second, pure competition,

where pure competition can exist, results in greatest
economic efficiency*

Third, there is little motivation

for sales promotion efforts on the part of individual firms.
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Pure monopoly is a marinet situation in which there
is a single seller of a particular product for which
there are no good substitutes.

The product sold by the

monopolist must be clearly different from other products
sold in the economy.

Changes in prices and outputs of

other goods must leave the monopolist unaffected*
Conversely, changes in the monopolist*s price and output
must leave the other producers of the economy unaffected*
Pure monopoly in the real world is rare®
utility industries approximate it.

Local public

But. despite control

or 90% control of a particular product by a single firm,
monopoly is not complete unless substitutes are nonexistent.
In the public utility field, gas and electricity are to
some extent substitutes.
The differences between the theory of pure monopoly
and the theory of pure competition rest on the demand and
revenue situations faced by the firm and on the conditions
of entry into industries in which profits are made*
Marginal revenue is less than price for the monopolists, and
entry into monopolistic industries is blocked.
The monopolist maximizes short run profits or minimizes
short run losses by producing the output and charging the
price at which marginal revenue equals short run marginal
cost.

Monopolists may incur losses by producing the output

and charging the price at which marginal revenue equals
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short run marginal cost*

Monopolists may incur losses

and, if so? continue to produce if price exceeds average
variable cost*
In the long run the monopolist maximizes profits at
the output at which long run marginal cost equals marginal
revenue.

The scale of the plant to be used will be the

one with its short run average cost curve at the profit
maximizing output.

Short run marginal cost will equal

long run marginal cost and marginal revenue at that
output.
The theory of monopoly throws some light on effective
means of monopoly regulation?

A maximum price set below

the monopoly price will benefit consumers through both
the lower price and an increased product output.

A

specific tax levied on the monopolist's product will be
shifted partly to consumers through output restriction
and higher prices.

A lump sum tax must be borne entirely

from the monopolist's profits.
A monopolist finds it profitable to practice price
discrimination when he can keep markets for his product
separate and when elasticity of demand for each market is
different at each possible price.

The price-discriminating

monopolist produces an output and distributes it among
his markets in such a way that marginal revenue in each
market equals marginal revenue in every other market and
is also equal to his marginal cost.
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Compared with the effects of pure competition on the
economy's operation, pure monopoly has some Important
implications.

In particular industries where pure

competition could function, pure monopoly leads to
output restriction and higher prices.. The possibility of
long run profits under monopoly exists because of blocked
entry into monopolised industries.

Where profits occur

consumers pay snore for products than is necessary to
secure the resources making those products.

Blocked

entry limits transfer of resources into and expansion of
output by the monopolised profit-making industries®
Monopolistic firms are not likely to operate at optimum
rates of output.

Some sales promotion efforts may be

made to enlarge the monopolist*s market, to decrease
elasticity of demand for his product, and to discourage
potential competition.

c*

QliUfoppXv
Under conditions of oligopoly there are enough

firms in the industry for the activities ©f a single
firm to influence and evoke reactions from other firms*
The demand curve faced by a single firm w i n be determinate
when the firm can predict with accuracy what the reactions
of rivals will be to market activities on his part* but
otherwise it will be indeterminate*
Oligopolistic industries may be classified according
to the degree of collusion that exists among firms of each
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of the industries.

Under perfect collusion are included

groups of firms such as cartels.

Under imperfect collusion

are situations typified by price leadership and gentlemen's
agreements*

Under independent action are included non-

collusive cases.
In the short run, perfectly collusive oligopolistic
cases approximate the establishment of monopoly price and
monopoly output for the industry as a whole®

The less the

degree of collusion, usually the lower will be price and
the greater will be output*

In industries characterized

by independent action on the part of individual firms,
price ware are likely to be common occurrences.

As the

industry matures, the situation may become collusive or
it may develop into a "live and let live" attitude on the
part of the firms of the industry*
price rigidity may occur®

In the latter case

Firms may be afraid to change

price for fear of touching off a price war•
In the long run the firm can adjust its scale of
plant to any desired size and new firms can enter the
industry unless entry is blocked.

The scale of plant

chosen will be the one that will produce its anticipated
output at the least possible average cost for that output.
Easy entry into the industry is largely incompatible with
a high degree of collusion*
block entry.

Collusion exists partly to

Barriers to entry may be classsified as

"natural" and "artificial".

Restricted entry may enable

firms Of the industry to make long-run pure profits.
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The firms of particular oligopolistic industries
frequently engage in non-price competition through
product differentiation to avoid touching off price wars#
Nonprice competition takes two major forms®
and (2) quality and design variation.

(1) advertising

To the extent that

firms using them succeed only in holding their respective
market shares® costs of production and product prices
will tend to be higher than they would otherwise be*

The

firm desiring to maximize profits will use each to the
point at which the marginal revenue from it equals the
marginal cost of extending its use.
Some effects of oligopolistic markets on the economy
are theses

(1) outputs may be restricted and prices may

be increased as compared with prices and outputs under
pure competition,) (2) with entry partially or blocked®
pure profits and interferences with the organization of
production occur® (3) individual firms are not in.dti.ced
to produce at maximum potential efficiency, although in
many cases they produce more efficiently than they would
if the industry were atomized, (4) some sales promotion
wastes occur, and (5) the range of products available
to consumers is broader under differentiated oligopoly
than it would be under pure competition or pure monopoly.

D*

Monopolistic competition
In a market situation of monopolistic competition

there are enough sellers of differentiated products so
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that the activities of each have no effect on others,
and their activities have no effect on him.

Short run

profit maximization by the firms in the industry will
occur at the prices and outputs at which each is equating
his marginal cost to his marginal revenue®

There is no

single industry price, but there will be a cluster of
market prices reflecting consumer opinions of comparative
qualities of product®
In the long run the nature of the adjustment of firms
and the industry to a position of equilibrium will depend
upon whether entry into the industry is blocked or is
easy. With entry blocked, individual firms will produce
the output and sell at the price at which long-run marginal
cost equals marginal revenue.

The firm will build the

appropriate scale of plant for that output and with the
appropriate scale of plant, short run marginal cost will
also equal marginal revenue®
With entry easy, the existence of profits will induce
new firms to enter, and entry will continue until profits
are reduced.
Some effects of monopolistic competition in the long
run are thesei

(1) output may be restricted and prices

increased somewhat, (2) price will exceed average costs
only if entry is blocked, (3) there will be some inefficiency
in individual form operations, (4) there may be some
advertising wastes^ and (5) there will be a broader range
of products among which consumers may choose than will
occur in the other three market situations®
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III. Equilibrium

If the economy could be and were one of pure competition,
the attainment of general equilibrium would provide the
greatest measure of consumer satisfaction that the given
distribution of resource ownership would allow.

No

transfers of a resource from, one employment to another
could increase net national product since the value of
marginal product for any given resource would be. the same
in its alternative uses®

No profits of losses would

occur, and average (and marginal) cost of production for
any particular commodity would be equal to its price*
But this economic Utopia will never toe achieved.
Various deviations from pure competition in both product
and resources markets prevent the free enterprise system
from allocating its resources perfectly among different
uses.

Many are inherent in the state of modern technological

development*

Some arise from lack of knowledge—" the scope

and complexities of the economic system are too great for
perfect knowledge on the part of all economic units to be
attained.

Others, such as rigid rather than flexible

prices, arise from the activities of particular private
economic institutions or the government, or from the
psychological make-up of particular economic units.
Additionally, the real world is a dynamic one with
changes occuring constantly in such basic factors as
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consumer tasks and preferences, the range of available
productive techniques, the quantities of available
resources, the kinds of resources available, and the
distribution of resource ownership.

All of these prevent

the attainment of equilibrium positions.

Nevertheless,

it is the motivating forces supplied by equilibrium forces
which perform the task of organizing and guiding a free
enterprise economy toward more efficient operation.
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